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95 matches from 20 sources, of which 7 are online sources.
Plagiarism: 2.27%

☑️ 0 [15 matches, 0.6%] from your PlagScan document "TUGAS_AKHIR_..._KELAS_5-6_SD.pdf" dated 2017-06-21
☑️ 11 [13 matches, 0.4%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...0686 Antony3.pdf" dated 2016-07-15
☑️ 0 [10 matches, 0.4%] from your PlagScan document "Evelyn_Suto...IA_5-12_TAHUN.pdf" dated 2017-06-21
☑️ 1 [9 matches, 0.2%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation..._MELALU_DESA.pdf" dated 2016-07-12
☑️ 1 [7 matches, 0.2%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...el_Komewus.docx" dated 2016-03-29
☑️ 3 [7 matches, 0.2%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...3-0045 BOOH.docx" dated 2016-02-04
☑️ 1 [7 matches, 0.2%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ml_Hop093.docx" dated 2016-02-17
☑️ 0 [4 matches, 0.2%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...055 Fernando..docx" dated 2016-09-07
☑️ 0 [4 matches, 0.1%] from https://erasiplus.com/berasah_merak.html"...berasah..bagi_anak..info7025.html
☑️ 2 [2 matches, 0.1%] from analisisanspurer.php/https//filep.com/analisisanspurer.php
☑️ 1 [3 matches, 0.1%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...er_valentino..docx" dated 2016-04-05
☑️ 11 [1 matches, 0.1%] from slidplayer.info/idc/46348804
☑️ 12 [2 matches, 0.1%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...a_Kalbouz.doc" dated 2016-06-01
☑️ 12 [2 matches, 0.1%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...a.pdf" dated 2016-07-12
☑️ 12 [2 matches, 0.1%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...a.pdf..._...doc" dated 2016-07-11
☑️ 15 [2 matches, 0.1%] from a PlagScan document of your organisation...y_14-01-0189.docx" dated 2016-07-11
☑️ 18 [2 matches, 0.1%] from poppenfuszkim.blogspot.com/2010/06/perkembangan-anek.html
☑️ 17 [2 matches, 0.1%] from bahajemi.blogspot.com/2011/12/artikel-tentang-dongeng-5.html
☑️ 10 [2 matches, 0.1%] from majalahmelalui.blogspot.com/
☑️ 19 [2 matches, 0.1%] from minor.paduhada.com/2017/01/13/balinese-coding-dengan-cara-menyanyikan-dan-lodding-next
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